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utt.fr (M. Hamed).It is well established that the use of inelastic constitutive equations accounting for induced softening,
leads to pathological space (mesh) and time discretization dependency of the numerical solution of
the associated Initial and Boundary Value Problem (IBVP). To avoid this drawback, many less or more
approximate solutions have been proposed in the literature in order to regularize the IBVP and to obtain
numerical solutions which are, at convergence, much less sensitive to the space and the time discretiza-
tion. The basic idea behind these regularization techniques is the formulation of nonlocal constitutive
equations by introducing some effects of characteristic lengths representing the materials microstruc-
ture. In this work, using the framework of generalized nonlocal continua, a thermodynamically-consis-
tent micromorphic formulation using appropriate micromorphic state variables and their ﬁrst
gradients, is proposed in order to extend the classical local constitutive equations by incorporating appro-
priate characteristic internal lengths. The isotropic damage, the isotropic and the kinematic hardenings
are supposed to carry the targeted micromorphic effects. First the theoretical aspects of this fully coupled
micromorphic formulation is presented in details and the proposed generalized balance equations as well
as the fully coupled micromorphic constitutive equations deduced. The associated numerical aspects in
the framework of the classical Galerkin-based FE formulation are brieﬂy discussed in the special case
of micromorphic damage. Speciﬁcally, the formulation of 2D ﬁnite elements with additional degrees of
freedom (d.o.f.), the dynamic explicit global resolution scheme as well as the local integration scheme,
to compute the stress tensor and the state variables at each integration point of each element, are pre-
sented. Application is made to the typical uniaxial tension specimen under plane strain conditions in
order to chow the predictive capabilities of the proposed micromorphic model, particularly against its
ability to give (at convergence) a mesh independent solution even for high values of the ductile damage
(i.e., the macroscopic cracks)..
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
It is well established, nowadays, that the initial and boundary
value problems (IBVPs) based on fully local constitutive equations
exhibiting some more or less strong induced softening due for
example to thermal, damage or any other microstructure-depen-
dent phenomena, lead to solutions highly sensitive to the space
and time discretization. This comes from the fact that, in local
mechanics, the neighbourhood of each material point has no inﬂu-
ence on the deﬁnition of the state variables and the mechanical
state in that point according to the basic assumption of local ac-
tion. The natural way to avoid this drawback is to account for an
appropriate neighbourhood of each material point by introducingll rights reserved.
x: +33 3 25 71 56 75.
anouni), Mohamed.hamed@some characteristic lengths, representative of the local materials’
microstructure, into constitutive equations.
The mechanics of generalized continua makes it possible the
straightforward introduction of these characteristic lengths into
the constitutive equations of materials with microstructure. This
ﬁeld is not new but goes back to more than one century with the
original work by the Cosserat brothers in Paris since 1896 (Cosserat
and Cosserat, 1896, 1909) with a new edition in 2009 (Cosserat and
Cosserat, 2009). During the 1960s, motivated by the original works
of the Cosserat brothers, many theoretical works have been de-
voted to the mechanics of generalized continua to solve various
problems in mechanics of solids and ﬂuids left without satisfactory
solution in the framework of classical (or Cauchy) local continuum
mechanics as found in Mindlin and Tiersten (1962), Toupin (1962),
Mindlin (1964), Eringen and Suhubi (1964), Toupin (1964), Green
and Rivlin (1964a,b), Green (1965), Green and Rivlin (1965), Mind-
lin (1965), Truesdell and Noll (1965) (the sixth edition in 2004:
Truesdell and Noll, 2004); (Eringen, 1966a,b; Eringen, 1970;
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1973a,b); among others. The most recent and comprehensive re-
view of these generalized continua and their use to solve various
problems in mechanics of solids and ﬂuids is found in the recent
books by Eringen (Eringen, 1999; Eringen, 2002), Forest (Forest,
2006) or by Saanouni (Saanouni, 2012a,b). Based on these pioneer-
ing works, various generalized continuum theories have been
developed during the last decades (mainly since the 1980s) in or-
der to account for some effects of characteristic lengths related
to the materials microstructure and leading to a wide range of
models (see for example Sidoroff, 1975; Maugin, 1979; Aifantis,
1987; Capriz, 1989; Maugin, 1990; Mülhaus and Aifantis, 1991;
De Borst and Mülhaus, 1992; Zbib and Aifantis, 1992; Maugin
and Muschik, 1994; Valanis, 1996; Svendsen, 1999; Menzel and
Steinmann, 2000; Fleck and Hutchinson, 2001; Liebe et al., 2001;
Forest et al., 2002; Aifantis, 2003; Forest and Sievert, 2003; Liebe
et al., 2003; Anand et al., 2005; Kirchner and Steinmann, 2005; For-
est, 2006; Forest and Sievert, 2006; Forest, 2008; Forest, 2009; Hir-
schberger and Steinmann, 2009; Forest and Aifantis, 2010; among
many others).
As summarised by Forest (Forest, 2006, 2009), all these general-
ized continuum theories, which are still based on the assumption of
local action (Truesdell and Noll, 2004), can be classiﬁed into two
classes: (i) the higher grade continua and (ii) the higher order con-
tinua. Higher grade continua are those based on higher order spatial
derivativesof thedisplacementﬁeld asoriginallyproposedbyMind-
lin (Mindlin, 1965; Mindlin and Eshel, 1968). While, higher order
continua are based on the introduction of additional degrees of
freedom as pionnered by the Cosserat brothers (Cosserat and
Cosserat, 1896, 1909, 2009) and extensively developed by Eringen
and his co-workers in 1960s (Eringen and Suhubi, 1964; Eringen,
1966a,b, 1970, 1999). A third class of generalized continuum
theories is the so called strictly nonlocal continuum ﬁeld theories,
well summarized in the recent book by Eringen (Eringen,
2002) where a uniﬁed foundation of the basic ﬁeld equations are
presented and various main contributing works in the ﬁeld are
referenced. This class of nonlocal theories, which are not based on
the principle of the local action, are ‘‘concerned with the physics of
material bodies whose behaviour at a material point is inﬂuenced
by the state of all points of the body’’ as stated by Eringen in his
introduction (Eringen, 2002).
In addition to these straightforward generalized continuum
theories (higher grade, higher order and nonlocal), there exists a
great variety of more or less approximated or simpliﬁed and phys-
ically motivated models (i.e., without direct reference to the gener-
alized continuum ﬁeld theories) that have been shown efﬁcient in
describing some experimentally observed size effects. If we restrict
ourselves to the mechanics of materials exhibiting damage induced
softening, a great number of papers have been published in this
simpliﬁed or approximated framework with the main goal to reg-
ularize the associated IBVPs in order to obtain acceptable mesh
independent solutions. This simpliﬁed regularization consists in
introducing some ‘‘localization limiters’’ in the classical local con-
stitutive equations under concern, using either higher order of
strain-gradients, damage-gradients or equivalently some averag-
ing using speciﬁc integral equations (Pijaudier-Cabot and Bazant,
1987; Bazant and Pijaudier-Cabot, 1988; Saanouni et al., 1989;
Lesne and Saanouni, 1990; Tvergaard and Needleman, 1995; Fré-
mond and Nedjar, 1996; Li and Cescotto, 1997; Svedberg and Run-
esson, 1997; Borino et al., 1999; De Borst et al., 1999; Ganghoffer
et al., 1999; Kuhl and Ramm, 1999; Svedberg and Runesson,
2000; Nedjar, 2001; Peerlings et al., 2001; Bazant and Jirasek,
2002; Areias, 2003; Engelen et al., 2003; Geers et al., 2003; Lorentz
and Andrieux, 2003; Jirasek and Rolshoven, 2003; Geers, 2004;
Yuan and Chen, 2004; Santaoja, 2002; Cesar de Sa et al., 2006;
Sornin and Saanouni, 2011). Recently, some works have estab-lished connections between the ‘‘approximated’’ and the ‘‘straight-
forward’’ approaches by showing that the major part of the
approximated models are in fact a particular cases of the straight-
forward generalized continuum ﬁeld theories (Forest, 2009; Hir-
schberger and Steinmann, 2009; Forest and Aifantis, 2010).
Following the methodology recently proposed by Forest (2009)
in order to extend the local models to the micromorphic frame-
work, this work is devoted to the presentation of a thermodynam-
ically-consistent micromorphic formulation of a complete set of
constitutive equations accounting for small elastic strains and
large plastic strains with mixed nonlinear isotropic and kinematic
hardenings, strongly coupled with the ductile isotropic damage
giving rise to severe damage-induced softening, as well as its
numerical treatment in the framework of the standard ﬁnite ele-
ment method. The main goal is to show the efﬁciency of the formu-
lated fully coupled nonlocal micromorphic constitutive equations
in getting a really mesh independent solutions even with high val-
ues of the ductile damage describing the macroscopic cracks with
its thickness depending on the internal lengths directly related to
the ratio of appropriate micromorphic material properties. In this
modelling, the isotropic hardening, the kinematic hardening and
the ductile damage are assumed to carry micromorphic effects.
In Section 2 the general framework of the micromorphic continua
is brieﬂy presented including the three generalized balance of
momentum, leading to new additional micromorphic ﬁeld equa-
tions related to the three targeted micromorphic phenomena
including the micromorphic inertia effects. Considering the micro-
morphic state variables and their respective ﬁrst gradients as new
state variables, the general framework of the micromorphic ther-
modynamics of irreversible processes is outlined. Section 3 is de-
voted to the formulation of the new micromorphic constitutive
equations assuming appropriate choices for the state and dissipa-
tion potentials. The obtained micromorphic fully coupled constitu-
tive equations turn out to the classical local fully coupled
constitutive equations presented in Saanouni et al. (1994), Saano-
uni and Chaboche (2003), Badreddine et al. (2010), when the
micromorphic variables are disabled.
In Section 4, the three additional PDEs derived from the micro-
morphic momentum balance (Section 2) are transported from the
stress to the strain space and their connection with some known
partial differential equations widely used in the literature as local-
ization limiters to regularize the IBVP, is highlighted. Restricting
ourselves (for the sake of the shortness of the present paper) to
the single micromorphic damage, the associated numerical aspects
are discussed in Section 5 where the two weak forms under con-
cern and their time and space discretization in the framework of
the Garlekin-type FEM, are presented. Two simple ﬁnite elements
with one additional degree of freedom (i.e., the micromorphic
damage variable) are then formulated. The fully implicit local inte-
gration scheme of the strongly coupled micromorphic constitutive
equations is presented together with the dynamic explicit (DE) glo-
bal resolution scheme. The developed ﬁnite elements and the local
integration algorithm are implemented into ABAQUS/EXPLICIT ﬁ-
nite element code using the users’ deﬁned subroutines VUEL and
VUMAT.
Section 6 is devoted to the validation of the proposed modelling
via application to some examples. First a relatively complete para-
metric study is conducted, on the plane strain tensile test, to high-
light the role of each micromorphic material parameter on the
solution of the IBVP. Attention is paid to the ability of the micro-
morphic constitutive equations in giving mesh independent solu-
tions at convergence. The spatial distribution of the main
mechanical ﬁelds (stress, plastic strain and damage) inside the ten-
sion specimen is analyzed and the formation of shear bands as well
as macroscopic cracks deﬁned as the fully damaged zones, are dis-
cussed. Finally, despite the burdens of the post processing of the
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additional examples are performed as a simple double notched
tension specimen and the sidepressing of a cylindrical part as a
ﬁrst typical application to metal forming of massive structures.
The main new contributions of this work compared to those
proposed in the literature are: (i) the dynamic formulation by
introducing the micromorphic inertia and acceleration in the prin-
ciple of virtual power to derive the dynamic balance equations.
This makes it possible to solve the associated multifunctional IBVP
using an explicit dynamic global resolution strategy (ABAQUQ/Ex-
plicit) more suited for the simulation of metal forming processes
due to the presence of the contact and friction together with severe
damage induced softening; (ii) the extension to the micromorphic
continua of the rotating frame formulation needed to ensure the
objectivity requirement under ﬁnite strains; (iii) The fracture crite-
rion is governed by the local damage (as a state variable) and not
by the nonlocal damage as in other works; (iv) three phenomena
are supposed to carry simultaneously the micromorphic effects
namely: the ductile damage, the isotropic hardening and the kine-
matic hardening. In ﬁne, this allows giving a convincing answer to
the question: whether or not the micromorphic damage is enough
to regularize the fully coupled IBVP or the regularization of the
hardening is required. This last question will be addressed in a
forthcoming paper for the sake of brevity.
Throughout this paper the following notations are used: x,~x, x,
~x, x indicate the zero (scalar), ﬁrst (vector), second, third and fourth
rank tensors respectively. The usual tensorial product is indicated
by the symbol , while the contracted (or inner) product is indi-
cated by , : , ) and < for the simple, double, triple and quadruple
contractions respectively. In indicial form with respect to any
orthonormal Cartesian frame of basis ~ejð~e1;~e2;~e3Þ, this gives:
~x  y ¼ xiyij ¼ aj~ej ¼~a, x : y ¼ xijklykl ¼ aij ¼ a, ~x)y ¼ xijkyijkl ¼ al~el ¼
~a or x<y = xijkl yijkl = a.2. Mechanics of micromorphic media
We start from the classical isothermal elastoplasticity with
damage in the framework of the local Cauchy continuum together
with the classical rational thermodynamics of irreversible pro-
cesses with state variables given by (ee,r) for the plastic ﬂow,
(r,R) for the isotropic hardening, (a,X) for the kinematic hardening
an (D,Y) for the isotropic ductile damage as described in Saanouni
et al. (1994). To extend this framework to the micromorphic con-
tinua, the methodology proposed in Forest (2009) is followed. In
this context, it is assumed that the ductile isotropic damage, the
isotropic hardening and the kinematic hardening are supposed to
carry the targeted micromorphic effects. Accordingly, besides the
displacement vector ~u used as the sole d.o.f. in local continuum
mechanics, three new d.o.f. and their successive ﬁrst gradients
(micromorphic medium of order 1) are introduced to account for
the selected micromorphic phenomena: D
^
, r
^
and a
^
. Consequently,
the following pairs of micromorphic state variables will be added
to those given above, namely: ða^X
^
Þ, ð~ra^; X
!^
Þ, ðr^; R
^
Þ, ð~r r^; R
!^
Þ,
ðD
^
;Y
^
Þ, and ð~rD^; Y
!^
Þ.2.1. The main conservation laws for micromorphic media
Consider a body with a volume Xð~x; tÞ, surrounded by the
boundary C and moving with the velocity ﬁeld V
!ð~x; tÞ where ~x is
the spatial position of any material point of the body at the current
(deformed and damaged) conﬁguration. The overall d.o.f. (~u, d
^
, r
^
and a
^
) deﬁned above are now used in order to derive the balance
of momentum for the micromorphic continua.Let us begin by the conservation of mass. Since, for the sake of
simplicity, in this paper the micromorphic density or the reduced
inertia tensor (Germain, 1973a) of the material is taken propor-
tional to the classical material density qð~x; tÞ, the conservation of
mass keeps its classical form as in local continuum mechanics.
Accordingly, the conservation of mass can be written in both the
integral and local well known forms:
d
dt
Z
X
qð~x; tÞdX ¼ 0 or @qð~x; tÞ
@t
þ div qð~x; tÞV!ð~x; tÞ
 
¼ 0 ð1Þ
The generalized balance of momentum is now examined. The
virtual power of internal forces dPint of the classical local contin-
uum is extended to the micromorphic continuum using the virtual
d.o.f. introduced above, leading to three new terms:
dPint ¼ 
Z
X
r : ~rd _~u
 
dXþ
Z
X
R
^
d
_
r
^þ R
!^
:~rd _r^
 !
dX
þ
Z
X
Y
^
d
_
D
^
þ Y
!^
:~rd _D^
 !
dXþ
Z
X
X
^
: d
_a
^þ X
!^
)~rd
_~a
^
 !
dX ð2Þ
Similarly, the virtual power of external forces dPext can be writ-
ten under the additive form of the classical local contribution with
three new contributions related to the three micromorphic
phenomena:
dPext ¼
Z
X
ð~f u:d _~uÞdXþ
Z
C
F
!u:d _~u
 
ds
þ
Z
X
f r
^
d
_
r
^þ~f g r
^
:~rd _r^
 
dXþ
Z
C
F r
^
d
_
r
^
 
ds
þ
Z
X
fD
^
d
_
D
^
þ~f gD
^
:~rd _D^
 !
dXþ
Z
C
FD
^
d
_
D
^
 !
ds
þ
Z
X
fa
^
: d
_a
^þ~f ga
^
)~rd _a^
 !
dXþ
Z
C
Fa
^
: d
_a
^
 
ds ð3Þ
where~f u, f r
^
,~f g r
^
, f D
^
,~f g D
^
, f a
^
and~f ga
^
are the simple and generalized
body forces associated with the displacement, the micromorphic
d.o.f. and their respective ﬁrst gradients. Also F
!u, F a
^
, F r
^
and FD
^
are the simple and generalized micromorphic forces acting on the
appropriate parts of the boundary C.
On the other hand the virtual power of the acceleration (or iner-
tia) forces dPa can be also written under the additive form of the
classical local inertia force enhanced by the contribution of the
three micromorphic phenomena:
dPa ¼
Z
X
ðq €~u:d _~uÞdXþ
Z
X
q f
r
^
€
r
^
d
_
r
^þ f
d
^
€
D
^
d
_
D
^
þ f
a
^
€a
^
: d
_a
^
 
dX ð4Þ
where €~u is the classical local acceleration vector and the scalars
€
r
^
,
€
D
^
and the second rank tensor
€a
^
are the generalized micromorphic
‘accelerations’. Finally, the micromorphic parameters f r^, fd
^ and
fa^, homogenous to square lengths, are scale factors which map
the local density to the micromorphic level (Nedjar, 2001).
The generalized principle of virtual power, with respect to the
virtual velocity and micromorphic ﬁelds, takes the following form
(K.A. stands for kinematically admissible ﬁelds in the usual sense):
dPint þ dPext ¼ dPa 8d _~u; d _r^; d
_
D
^
; d
_a
^
K:A: ð5Þ
By using Eqs. (2)–(4), and with the help of the divergence theo-
rem to transform the volume integrals, Eq. (5) leads to the standard
local balance of momentum following a standard way:
divðrÞ þ q~f u ¼ q €~u in X
r:~n ¼ F!u on C
(
ð6Þ
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tum equations as following:
div X
!^
~f ga
^
 !
 X
^
f a
^ 
¼ qfa^
€a
^
in X
X
!^
~f ga
^
 !
:~n ¼ Fa
^
on C
8>>><
>>>:
ð7Þ
divð R
!^
~f g r^Þ  R
^
f r^
 
¼ qf r^
€
r
^
in X
R
!^
~f g r^
 !
~n ¼ F r
^
on C
8>><
>>:
ð8Þ
div Y
!^
~f g D
^
 !
 Y
^
f D
^ 
¼ qf
d
^
€
d
^
in X
Y
!^
~f g D
^
 !
~n ¼ FD
^
on C
8>>><
>>>:
ð9Þ
The four partial differential Eqs. (6)–(9) are nothing but the
strong forms associated with the micromorphic initial and bound-
ary value problem (IBVP) in which the body forces ~f u, f r
^
, ~f g r
^
, f D
^
,
~f g D
^
, f a
^
and ~f ga
^
as well as the ‘‘contact’’ or surface forces F
!u, Fa
^
,
F r
^
and FD
^
are known (given) quantities; while the stress-like vari-
ables r, X
!^
, X
^
, R
!^
, R
^
, Y
!^
and Y
^
have to be deﬁned by the appropriate
constitutive equations developed in the framework of the general-
ized thermodynamics of irreversible processes with state variables,
as described here after.
We assume, as in classical local continuum, that the energy bal-
ance holds for the micromorphic medium of the ﬁrst order. The use
of the kinetic energy theorem together with the internal energy de-
ﬁned by Eq. (2) in which the virtual ﬁelds have to be replaced by
the real ﬁelds, allows obtaining the local form of the energy bal-
ance. Accordingly, the well known Clausius–Duhem inequality
can be written for the present isothermal micromorphic medium
under concern, as following:
r : _eþ X
^
:
_a
^þ X
!^
)~$ _a
^þ R
^ _
r
^þ R
!^
 ~$ _r^þ Y
^ _
D
^
þ Y
!^
 ~$ _D
^
 q _wP 0
ð10Þ
where w is the speciﬁc Helmholtz free energy of the micromorphic
solid. This inequality is usually used to derive the state relations, if
the Helmholtz free energy is taken as a state potential.
2.2. Thermodynamics of irreversible processes for micromorphic media
As in local continuum mechanics, the state potential here
taken as the Helmholtz free energy in the effective rotated
conﬁguration, is a closed convex function of the overall effec-
tive strain-like state variables introduced above, including the
classical local state variables ee, a and D as well as the micro-
morphic variables a
^
, r
^
and D
^
and their respective ﬁrst gradi-
ents ~ra^, ~r r^ and ~rD^. Accordingly, the time derivative of
the Helmholtz free energy density qwðee;a; r;D; a^; r^;D
^
;
~$a
^
;~$ r
^
;~$D
^
Þ is then given by:
_w ¼ @w
@ee
: _ee þ @w
@a
: _aþ @w
@r
_r þ @w
@D
_Dþ @w
@a
^ :
_a
^þ @w
@ r
^
_
r
^þ @w
@ D
^
_
D
^
þ @w
@~$a
^)~$
_a
^þ @w
@~$ r
^  ~$
_
r
^þ @w
@~$D
^  ~$
_
D
^
ð11ÞBy using (11) into (10) and assuming that only the total strain
rate tensor decomposes additively according to _e ¼ _ee þ _ep (see
Section 2.3 concerning the extension to the ﬁnite plastic strains),
it comes from the classical Clausius–Duhem inequality:
r q @w
@ee
 
: _ee þ X  q @w
@a
^
 !
:
_a
^þ R
^
q @w
@ r
^
 
_
r
^
þ Y
^
q @w
@ D
^
 !
_
D
^
þ X
!^
 q @w
@~$a
^
 !
)~$ _a
^þ R
!^
 q @w
@~$ r
^
 !
 ~$ _r^
þ Y
!^
 q @w
@~$D
^
 !
 ~$ _D
^
þ r : _ep  q @w
@a
: _a q @w
@r
_r  q @w
@D
_DP 0
ð12Þ
Since neither the elastic strains nor the micromorphic variables
dissipate, all the ﬁrst terms of Eq. (12) are separately zero leading
to the state relations Eqs. (13)–(15) together with the residual dis-
sipation inequality Eq. (16):
 The classical local state relations associated with the local state
variables:r ¼ q @w
@ee
; X ¼ q @w
@a
; R ¼ q @w
@r
; Y ¼ q @w
@D
ð13Þ The nonlocal state relations associated with the micromorphic
state variables:X
^
¼ q @w
@a
^ ; R
^
¼ q @w
@ r
^ ; Y
^
¼ q @w
@ D
^ ð14Þ The nonlocal state relations associated with the ﬁrst gradients
of the micromorphic state variables:X
!^
¼ q @w
@~$a
^ ; R
!^
¼ q @w
@~$ r
^ ; Y
!^
¼ q @w
@~$D
^ ð15Þ The residual term in this inequality is nothing but the classical
local intrinsic dissipation deﬁned by:}in ¼ r : _ep  X : _a R : _r þ Y : _DP 0 ð16Þ
This fully local form of the intrinsic dissipation without the di-
rect contribution of any micromorphic phenomenon, results from
the assumption made above that the micromorphic variables do
not dissipate, i.e., all the dissipative micro mechanisms are ne-
glected as a ﬁrst approximation. This assumption, taken for the
sake of simplicity is justiﬁed mainly by the absence of any exper-
imental information about the dissipation of the micromorphic
phenomena. From the theoretical point of view it can be easily
avoided by adopting the same additive decomposition of the
micromorphic variables into reversible (or non-dissipative) and
irreversible (or dissipative) parts as suggested in Forest (2009).
However, it is worth noting that the stress like variables X, R, Y
in (16) contain in fact a nonlocal contribution as can be seen in
next sections.
Since in the local residual dissipation Eq. (16), the local stress-
like variables namely r, X, R, Y are given by Eq. (13), the associated
local ﬂux strain-like variables _ep, _a, _r, _D have to be deduced from an
appropriated local yield function together with a local dissipation
potential. These are deﬁned in the effective rotated conﬁguration
as closed and convex functions of the stress-like variables in the
effective stress space according to the classical thermodynamics
of irreversible processes. It is assumed here that the plastic ﬂow
governs all the dissipative phenomena so a single surface formula-
tion is used (Saanouni and Chaboche, 2003) with a unique yield
function f(r,X,R;D) and plastic potential F(r,X,R,Y;D) from which
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eralized normality rule:
_ep ¼ _kp @F
@r
¼ _kp @f
@r
; _ap ¼  _kp @F
@X
; _r ¼  _kp @F
@R
; _D ¼ _kp @F
@Y
ð17Þ
where the plastic multiplier _kp is a strictly positive Lagrange multi-
plier deduced from the consistency condition applied to either the
yield function or to the plastic potential in this non-associative for-
mulation. The relations (17) deﬁne the evolution of the local strain-
like state variables once the yield function and the dissipation po-
tential are known. Concerning the micromorphic strain-like state
variables they are solution of the micromorphic balance laws (7)–
(9) with the help of the micromorphic state relations deﬁned by
Eqs. (14) and (15) as soon as the state potential is known, as ex-
plained in the sections below.
2.3. Extension to the ﬁnite plastic strains
For the simple sake of clarity, the general framework of the
micromorphic continua has been presented using the small strain
assumption. The extension to the ﬁnite strain can be easily made in
the framework of the so called rotating frame formulation using
various rotated frames as found for example in Sidoroff and Dogui
(2001) or Nemat-Nasser (2004) among many others. Based in the
well known multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation
gradient into elastic and plastic parts: F = Fe  Fp, the idea behind
this rotating frame formulation is to write the constitutive equa-
tions on spatial deformed and damaged conﬁguration but rotated
with the rotation orthogonal tensor Q to have the same ﬁxed orien-
tation as the initial conﬁguration. If we limit ourselves to the total
rotation frames using either the Jaumann or the Green–Naghdi
objective derivatives, the rotation tensor is governed by the follow-
ing ordinary differential equation:
_Q  QT ¼WQ ¼ XX
QðtÞ ¼ 1a t ¼ t0
(
ð18Þ
where X ¼ LA ¼ ð _F  F1ÞA is the usual spatial material spin (A stands
for antisymmetric part) in the actual frame and X is the same quan-
tity deﬁned in the rotated frame. If the small elastic strains assump-
tion is assumed, this leads to the additive decomposition of the total
strain rate D ¼ LS ¼ ð _F  F1ÞS according to D ¼ _ee þ 2ðee  XÞSþ
D
p ¼ _eeJT þ Dp in which the plastic strain rate tensor is deﬁned by
Dp ¼ ðLpÞS ¼ ð _Fp  ðFpÞ1ÞS and _eeJT is the Jaumann rate of the small
elastic strain with respect to X (S stands for the symmetric part).
As discussed at the end of & 5.5, Eq. (18) is ﬁrst numerically
integrated to compute the rotation tensor Qwhich is used to rotate
any second rank T and fourth rank T tenors according to: T ¼ QTTQ
and T ¼ ðQ  QTÞ : T : ðQT  QÞ respectively. Accordingly, all the
tensorial variables have to be rotated in order to transport them
to the rotated conﬁguration where hey will be numerically inte-
grated (see Badreddine et al., 2010 for example). Note that since
the additional degrees of freedom are independent from the defor-
mation gradient F which is the sole kinematic variable which com-
pletely deﬁnes the kinematics of the transformation; the rotating
frame formulation is still unchanged compared to the classical lo-
cal formulation.
In what follows all the formulation and the numerical integra-
tion of the fully coupled micromorphic constitutive equations will
be performed in the total rotated frame without any distinction in
their notation for the sake of simplicity. Also since the small elastic
strain hypothesis is assumed, then the total strain rate will be
noted D instead of _e and the plastic strain rate will be noted Dp in-
stead of _ep, while e ¼ Rt Ddt and ep ¼ Rt Dpdt.3. Example of micromorphic constitutive equations
In this section a speciﬁc state potential as well as yield
function and dissipation potential are constructed in the fully
isothermal case. Starting from the local fully coupled theory in
the framework of non-associative plasticity (Saanouni et al.,
1994; Saanouni and Chaboche, 2003; Badreddine et al., 2010),
the state and dissipation potentials are chosen in order to derive
the required nonlocal micromorphic constitutive equations
accounting for the plastic ﬂow with mixed nonlinear isotropic
and kinematic hardening fully coupled with ductile isotropic
damage.
3.1. Micromorphic state potential and associated state relations
The Helmholtz free energy qwðee;a; r;D; a^; r^;D
^
;~$a
^
;~$ r
^
;~$D
^
Þ is
the state potential taken, in the rotated effective conﬁguration, as
a closed convex function of all the arguments in the effective strain
space. The hypothesis of the total energy equivalence is assumed
and applied to the local state variables as suggested in Saanouni
et al. (1994), Saanouni and Chaboche (2003). However, in this ver-
sion of the model, the micromorphic state variables and their ﬁrst
gradients are assumed to be not directly affected by the micromor-
phic damage, i.e., no micromorphic state coupling. On the other
hand, the micromorphic state variables are assumed to contribute
to the Helmholtz free energy in terms of the relative difference
with respect to the local variables of the same nature. This intro-
duces a coupling between macro and micromorphic variables (For-
est, 2009).
With these assumptions in hand, the state potential can be
written under the following form:qw¼1
2
ð1DÞ ee :K : eeþ2
3
Ca :aþQr2
 
þ1
2
2
3
C
^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1DÞ
p
aa^
 2
þQ
^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1DÞ
p
r r^
 2
þH
^
ðDD
^
Þ2
 
þ1
2
3
2
C
^
gð~$a^Þ)ð~$a^ÞþQ
^
gð~$ r^Þ:ð~$ r^ÞþH
^
gð~$D
^
Þ:ð~$D
^
Þ
 
ð19Þ
where K = ke1  1 + 2le1 is the positive deﬁnite symmetric fourth
rank tensor of elastic moduli for the isotropic solid deﬁned by the
Lame’s parameters ke and le. C and Q are the kinematic and isotro-
pic hardening macro moduli, C
^
, Q
^
and H
^
are the coupling moduli
with respect to the kinematic hardening isotropic hardening and
damage respectively; and C
^
g , Q
^
g , H
^
g are the micromorphic moduli
relative to the micromorphic kinematic hardening, isotropic hard-
ening and damage respectively. Note, that in writing Eq. (19) it is
assumed that there are no effective micromorphic variables, i.e.,
these are affected neither by the micromorphic damage, nor by
the local damage. Only the local state variables are affected by the
damage in the framework of the total energy equivalence assump-
tion (Saanouni et al., 1994).
Using the state relations (13)–(15), the local (macro) and micro-
morphic thermodynamic forces associated with the macro and
micromorphic state variables are deduced from the state potential
under the form:r ¼ q @w
@ee
¼ ð1 DÞK : ee ¼ ð1 DÞ ketrðeeÞ1þ 2leee
	 
 ð20Þ
X ¼ q @w
@a
¼ 2
3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p
ðC þ C
^
Þa C
^
a
^
 
ð21Þ
R ¼ q @w
@r
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p
ðQ þ Q
^
Þr  Q
^
r
^
 
ð22Þ
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@D
¼1
2
ee :K : eeþ1
2
Qr2þ1
3
Ca :a
þ1
2
Q
^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1DÞ
p
r r^
  rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1D
p þ1
3
C
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1D
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H
^
ðDD
^
Þ ð23Þ
X
^
¼ q @w
@a
^ ¼ 
1
3
C
^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p
a a^
 
; X
!^
¼ q @w
@~$a
^ ¼ C
^
g ~$a
^
 
ð24Þ
R
^
¼ q @w
@ r
^ ¼ Q
^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p
r  r^
 
; R
!^
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@~$ r
^ ¼ Q
^
g ~$ r
^
 
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Y
^
¼ q @w
@ D
^ ¼ H
^
D D
^ 
; Y
!^
¼ q @w
@~$D
^ ¼ H
^
g ~$D
^ 
ð26Þ
It is worth noting, that the state relations (20)–(23) can be trans-
formed with the help of the micromorphic state relations (24a),
(25a) and (26a) to the following forms:
r ¼ ð1 DÞK : ee ¼ rloc ð27Þ
X ¼ Xloc þ Xnloc
Xloc ¼ 23 ð1 DÞCa
Xnloc ¼ 23
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp C^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp a a^h i ¼  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp X^
8><
>>: ð28Þ
R ¼ Rloc þ Rnloc
Rloc ¼ ð1 DÞQr
Rnloc ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp Q^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp r  r^h i ¼  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp R^
8><
>: ð29Þ
Y¼YlocþYnloc
Yloc¼ 12ee :K :eeþ 12Qr2þ 13Ca :a
Ynloc¼ 12Q
^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1DÞp r r^  rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1DÞp þ 13 C^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1DÞp aa^
 
:
aﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1D
p H
^
ðDD
^
Þ
¼Y
^
 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1D
p ½R
^
rþX
^
:a
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð30Þ
Excepting the Cauchy stress tensor which is still fully local
quantity as indicated by Eq. (27), the three other stress-like vari-
ables associated respectively with the kinematic hardening, iso-
tropic hardening and damage are in fact additive contributions
between the classical local variables noted with the subscript
(loc) and nonlocal contributions due to the micromorphic vari-
ables noted with the subscript (nloc) as indicated by Eqs. (28)–
(30). It is worth noting, that if the micromorphic effects are ne-
glected, i.e., if C
^
¼ Q
^
¼ H
^
¼ 0 and C
^
g ¼ Q
^
g ¼ H
^
g ¼ 0, then all the
micromorphic state variables given by Eqs. (24)–(26) are zero
leading to zero contribution of the nonlocal terms. In that case
the classical fully coupled local state relations originally given
in Saanouni et al. (1994) and Saanouni (2012b) are integrally
recovered.3.2. Dissipation analysis and associated evolution equations
Since the intrinsic dissipation is fully local without the con-
tribution of any micromorphic dissipative phenomena accord-
ing to the assumption taken above, the classical non-
associative plasticity theory is assumed. To account for the
damage effects, and limiting ourselves to the isotropic plastic
ﬂow for the sake of simplicity, the von Mises yield function
and dissipation potentials taken from (Saanouni et al., 1994)
are considered:f ðr;X;R;DÞ¼ krXkRﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1DÞp ry 60 ð31Þ
Fðr;X;R;DÞ¼ f þ1
2
akXk
Cð1DÞþ
1
2
bR2
Qð1DÞþ
S
sþ1
YY0
S
 sþ1 1
ð1DÞb ð32Þ
where kTk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð3=2ÞTdev : Tdev
q
deﬁnes the well known von Mises
equivalent stress for any second order stress tensor T with Tdev its
deviatoric part, keeping in mind that the kinematic stress tensor X
is a purely deviatoric stress tensor. The parameters a and b charac-
terize the nonlinearity of the kinematic and isotropic hardening
respectively while S, s, b and Y0 characterize the nonlinear evolution
of the ductile damage.
Even if Eqs. (31) and (32) are formally identical to the classical
local theory, the indirect contribution of the micromorphic state
variables is accounted for since the state variables X, R and Y con-
tains the micromorphic effects as shown by Eqs. (28)–(30). Apply-
ing the generalized normality rule in the framework of the
non-associative plasticity theory, using the above deﬁned fully lo-
cal yield function and dissipation potential, leads to the following
evolution equations for all the dissipative phenomena under
concern:
Dp ¼ _kp @F
@r
¼ _kp @f
@r
¼ _kpn ¼ _kp ~nﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp with ~n ¼
3
2
ðrdev  XÞ
kr Xk
ð33Þ
_a ¼  _kp @F
@X
¼ Dp  a _kp ðC þ C
^
Þ
C
a C
^
C
a
^ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp
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1
A
0
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1
A
¼
_kpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp ~n a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p ðC þ C^Þ
C
a C
^
C
a
^
0
@
1
A
0
@
1
A ð34Þ
_r ¼  _kp @F
@R
¼
_kpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp 1 b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p ðQ þ Q^Þ
Q
r  Q
^
Q
r
^
0
@
1
A
0
@
1
A ð35Þ
_D ¼ _kp @F
@Y
¼
_kp
ð1 DÞb
hðYloc þ YnlocÞ  Y0i
S
 s
¼ _kpYD ð36Þ
where n = @f/@r is the outward normal to the yield surface in the ro-
tated stress-space, ~n ¼ @f=@~r is the same normal but expressed in
the effective rotated stress-space and YD is introduced in Eq. (36)
for the simple convenience. Note that, the micromorphic parame-
ters appearing in the hardening evolution equations (34) and (35)
come from the contribution of the state variables deﬁned by Eqs.
(21) and (22) or (28) and (29). Also the damage stress Y present
in Eq. (36) contains the micromorphic contribution due to the iso-
tropic hardening; kinematic hardening and damage as seen in Eq.
(23) or (30). On the other hand, the plastic multiplier _kp appearing
in all the evolution equations given above is also deeply affected by
the micromorphic variables and is consequently of a nonlocal nat-
ure. In this case of time independent plasticity _kp is classically de-
duced from the consistency condition applied to the yield
function (Eq. (31)): _f ðr;R;X;DÞ ¼ 0 if f(r,R,X,D) = 0. If we limit our-
selves to the corotationnel or Jaumann frame for the sake of short-
ness (see Badreddine et al., 2010 for the Green–Naghdi total or
plastic frames) the plastic multiplier can be calculated. After some
algebraic transformations through the derivatives of the stress-like
variables and with the help of the evolution equations, one can
obtain:
_kp ¼ 1
Hpd
2
3
3le
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p
Dþ C
^ _a
^
 
: ~nþ Q
^ _
r
^
 
ð37Þ
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deﬁned, in the rotated strain-like variables space, by the following
additive contributions:
Hpd ¼ Hlocpd þ Hnlocpd ð38Þ
where the local contribution Hlocpd is given, in this fully isotropic case,
by:
Hlocpd ¼ 3le þ C þ Q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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p 2
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" #
ð39Þ
and the nonlocal contribution Hnlocpd is given by:
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ð40Þ
It is often very instructive to express the two terms of the elas-
toplastic hardening modulus exclusively in the stress space with
the help of Eqs. (28) and (29) to obtain:
Hlocpd ¼ 3lþ C þ Q 
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp ða~n : Xloc þ bRlocÞ þ
YDry
2ð1 DÞ ð41Þ
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Finally, the equivalent plastic strain rate is still given, as in a
fully local case, by the following well known relation:
_p ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
Dp : Dp
r
¼
_kpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp ð43Þ
Clearly, the highly nonlocal character of both the plastic multi-
plier and the elastoplastic hardening modulus appears from Eq.
(37)–(42). It is worth noting that, if the micromorphic state vari-
ables are zero, the classical local constitutive equations are fully re-
trieved as a particular case.3.3. Continuous tangent operators
It is often required (when an implicit global resolution scheme
is used) to deﬁne the continuous elastoplastic tangent operators
obtained after performing the time derivatives of the stress tensor
deﬁned by Eq. (20) or (27). By assuming the additivity of the strain
rate tensor D ¼ _ee þ Dp justiﬁed by the use of the corotationnel
rotating frame and using Eqs. (33) and (37) one can easily obtain:_r¼ð1DÞK :D _kp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1DÞ
p
K : ~nþYD
r
ð1DÞ
 
¼ Lr :DLa^ :
_a
^L r^
_
r
^
ð44Þ
where Lr is the fourth-rank non symmetric elastoplastic-damage
tangent operator deﬁned by:
Lr ¼ ð1 DÞK

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DÞp
Hpd
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p
ð~n : KÞT  ðK : ~nÞ þ YDð~n : KÞ 
r
ð1 DÞ
 
ð45Þ
La^ is a fourth-rank non symmetric tensor and Lr^ is a second rank
symmetric tensor representing the micromorphic tangent operators
given by:
L
a
^ ¼ 2
3
C
^
Hpd
~n ðK : ~nÞ þ YD ~n
r
ð1 DÞ
  
ð46Þ
Lr^ ¼
Q
^
Hpd
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 DÞ
p
ðK : ~nÞ þ YD
r
ð1 DÞ
 
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Again, if these two micromorphic hardening contributions are
zero (i.e., C
^
¼ Q
^
¼ 0), then La^ ¼ 0 and Lr^ ¼ 0 and Eq. (44) shrinks
to its well known classical form.
4. Transformation of the micromorphic balance laws
Let us come back to the ﬁeld Eqs. (7)–(9) derived from the gen-
eralized balance of micromorphic momentum on the light of the
micromorphic state relations (24)–(26). By using these micromor-
phic state relations, the ﬁeld Eqs. (7)–(9) can be easily expressed in
the rotated strain-like variables space, under the following form
(Lap(X) being the Laplacian of X):
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If, for the sake of simplicity and without any available experimental
information, the overall micromorphic body and contact forces are
neglected, i.e.; ~f ga
^ ¼~0, f a
^
¼ 0, ~f g r^ ¼~f g D
^
¼~0, f r^ ¼ f D
^
¼ 0,
FD
^
¼ F r
^
¼ 0 and Fa
^
¼ 0, the above equations (Eqs. (48)–(50)) can
be rearranged under the following form:
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F r
^
8><
>: ð52Þ
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d
^LapðD
^
Þ þ ðD D
^
Þ ¼ q f d^
H
^
€
D
^
in X
ðH
^
gð~$D
^
ÞÞ ~n ¼ 0 on C
F D
^
8><
>: ð53Þ
where ‘a^, ‘ r^ and ‘d
^ are the internal length scale parameters relative
to the micromorphic kinematic hardening, isotropic hardening and
damage all deﬁned as the ratio of the micromorphic moduli, by:
‘a ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
^
g
C
^
vuut ðaÞ; ‘ r^ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q
^
g
Q
^
vuut ðbÞ; ‘
d
^ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
H
^
g
H
^
vuut ðcÞ ð54Þ
In fact, the Eqs. (51)–(53) are preferred instead of (7)–(9) to be
used as strong forms from which their associated weak forms will
be deduced in order to solve the fully coupled IBVP as discussed in
next section.
Let us mention that, if the micromorphic damage inertia is ne-
glected (i.e., f
d
^ ¼ 0) in the micromorphic damage balance equation
(Eq. (53)), it leads to the well known Helmholtz equation proposed
in the framework of the so called implicit nonlocal damage formu-
lations as in Engelen et al. (2003), Geers et al. (2003), Geers (2004).
5. Associated numerical aspects
The strong formof the IBVP is givenby thePDEsequations: Eq. (6)
for the classical local balance momentum (equilibrium equations),
Eq. (51) for themicromorphic kinematichardeningbalancemomen-
tum, Eq. (52) for themicromorphic isotropic hardeningmomentum,
and Eq. (53) for themicromorphic damagemomentum. For the sake
of shortness, in thisworkwe limit ourselves to the singlemicromor-
phic damage momentum Eq. (53) together with the local balance
momentum Eq. (6). The consideration of the micromorphic kine-
matic and isotropic hardening momentum will be addressed in
forthcoming papers. Accordingly, only Eqs. (6) and (53) will be used
to formulate the IBVP having two d.o.f. namely: the displacement
vector ~u and the micromorphic damage variable D
^
. For that, the
Galerkin-basedﬁnite elementmethodwill beused in the framework
of the well known updated Lagrangian formulation.
5.1. Weak form of the IBVP
Let X be the volume of the body at a typical time t and C its
boundary relative to the actual deformed conﬁguration. The posi-
tion of each particle of the body is depicted by the spatial Cartesian
coordinates x, y, z. In the absence of the micromorphic body and
contact forces, the solid under concern is supposed to be subject
to the classical body force ~f u, the displacement or velocity ﬁeld
on the boundary Cu and the force F
!u on the boundary CF with
the usual conditions Cu [ CF =C and Cu \ CF =£ (all the micro-
morphic body and surface forces being neglected).
By using the classical weighted residual method together with
the Galerkin assumption, and after performing the required inte-
gration by part taking into account the Neumann boundary condi-
tions, the weak forms associated with the Eqs. (6) and (53) can be
easily obtained under the following form:
Juð~u;d~_uÞ¼
R
Xr : ð~$d~_uÞsymdXþ
R
X
~f u:d~_udXþRCF F!u:d~_udX
RXq~€u:d~_udX¼0 8d~_u K:A: ðaÞ
J
D
^ðD
^
;d
_
D
^
Þ¼RX ‘2
d
^
~$D
^
~$d _D
^
dXþRXðDD^Þd _D^dX
RXq
f
d
^
H
^
€
D
^
d
_
D
^
dX¼0 8d _D
^
K:A: ðbÞ
8>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ð55Þ
where d~_u and d
_
D
^
are arbitrary kinematically admissible K.A. (i.e.,
fulﬁlling the associated Dirichlet boundary conditions) virtual
velocity and micromorphic damage rate ﬁelds respectively.5.2. Time and space discretization
The coupled nonlinear IBVP deﬁned by the weak form Eq.
(55) is posed over the space–time domain ItX = It Xt, where
Xt is the space domain at typical time t, and It = [t0, tf] is
the time interval during which the external load is applied
with t0 and tf are the initial and ﬁnal times of this interval.
According to the standard nonlinear FEM (Oden, 1972; Owen
and Hinton, 1980; Crisﬁeld, 1991; Hinton, 1992; Bonnet and
Wood, 1997; Crisﬁeld, 1997; Simo and Hughes, 1997; Bely-
tschko et al., 2000; Ladevèze and Pelle, 2001; Nicholson,
2003; Dhont, 2004; Reddy, 2004; Zienkiewicz and Taylor,
2005; Ibrahimbegovic, 2006; De Souza Neto et al., 2008;
Wriggers, 2008), the time domain is discretized into Nt time
sub-domains with a non constant time increment Dt accord-
ing to It ¼ ½t0; tf  ﬃ
SNt
n¼0½tn; tnþ1 ¼ tn þ Dt, [ being the union
operator. Knowing the complete solution of the IBVP at the begin-
ning of the time increment tn (i.e., the conﬁguration Xtn as well as
the overall d.o.f. and state variables) and the increment of the ap-
plied load over the time sub-interval, the main problem is to com-
pute the solution of the problem in terms of the conﬁguration Xtnþ1
and the d.o.f. and state variables at the end of the time
increment tn+1.
For this end, the standard FEM is used which consists in decom-
posing the space domain Xtn into a ﬁnite number of Ne adequate
ﬁnite elements each of a volume Xe by Xtn ﬃ
SNe
e¼1Xe. To each typ-
ical element Xe deﬁned by the coordinates xi of the real space, is
associated a reference element Xer deﬁned by the natural (or par-
ent) coordinates ni of the reference space, deﬁned by the well
known spatial mapping (the matrix notations are used):
fxeðni; tÞg ¼ ½NeðniÞfxeðtÞg ð56Þ
where t 2 [tn,tn+1] and ½NeðniÞ is the matrix of the appropriate shape
functions of the element under concern expressed in the reference
space. Inside a typical reference element Xr, and assuming the
Galerkin method, real and virtual main unknowns, i.e.; the displace-
ment vector and the micromorphic damage are approximated using
the classical Lagrange polynomial approximation as following:
fueðni; tÞg ¼ ½NeðniÞfueðtÞg
fdueðni; tÞg ¼ ½NeðniÞfdueðtÞg

and
D
^
eðni; tÞ ¼ hN
^
eðniÞifD
^
eðtÞg
dD
^
eðni; tÞ ¼ hN
^
eðniÞifdD
^
eðtÞg
8<
:
ð57Þ
where [Ne(ni)] and hN
^
eðniÞi are the matrices of interpolation func-
tions relative to the displacement and micromorphic damage ﬁelds
respectively. Performing the successive time derivatives of Eq. (58)
leads to deﬁne the associated velocities and accelerations ﬁelds (the
arguments (ni, t) are dropped for the sake of shortness):
f _ueg ¼ ½Nef _ueg
fd _ueg ¼ ½Nefd _ueg

;
_
D
^
e ¼ hN
^
eif _D
^
eg
d
_
D
^
e ¼ hN
^
eifd _D
^
eg
8<
: and
f€ueg ¼ ½Nef€ueg
€
D
^
e ¼ hN
^
eif€D
^
eg
(
ð58Þ
On the other hand, the ﬁrst gradients of these ﬁelds can be writ-
ten under the matrix form (Voigt notation):
f~$ðd _ueÞg ¼ fd _eeg ¼ @Ne
@~x
	 
f _ueg ¼ @Ne
@~n
h i
@~n
@~x
h i
f _ueg ¼ ½Bef _ueg ðaÞ
f~$D
^
eg ¼ @N
^
e
@~x
h i
fD
^
eg ¼ @N
^
e
@~n
h i
@~n
@~x
h i
fD
^
eg ¼ ½B
^
efD
^
eg ðbÞ
f~$ðdD
^
eÞg ¼ @N
^
e
@~x
h i
fdD
^
eg ¼ @N
^
e
@~n
h i
@~n
@~x
h i
fdD
^
eg ¼ ½B
^
efdD
^
eg ðcÞ
8>>><
>>>:
ð59Þ
Using (57)–(59) into (55), the elementary discretized weak
forms for a typical element take the ﬁnal form:
ðaÞ
ðbÞ
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  Feext   ðaÞ
Je
D
^ D
^
e; d
_
D
^
e
 
¼ hd _D
^
ei ½M
^
ef€D
^
eg þ F
^
e
int
n o
 F
^
e
ext
n o 
ðbÞ
8><
>: ð60Þ
where the consistent mass matrix [Me], the vector of internal forces
Feint
 
and the vector of external (applied) forces Feext
 
for a typical
reference element (e) are given in the reference frame by:
½Me ¼
Z
Xer
q½NeT ½NeJvdXer ð61Þ
Feint
  ¼ Z
Xer
½BeTfregJvdXer ð62Þ
Feext
	 
 ¼ Z
Xer
½NeT f ev
 
JvdX
e
r þ
Z
CuF
½NeTfFugJsdCr ð63Þ
Similarly, the micromorphic consistent mass matrix ½M
^
e, the
micromorphic internal F
^
e
int
n o
and ‘external’ F
^
e
ext
n o
forces vectors
are deﬁned, on the reference element, by:
½M
^ e
 ¼
Z
Xer
q
f
d
^
H
^ ½N
^e
T ½N
^e
JvdXer ð64Þ
F
^e
int
 
¼
Z
Xer
‘2
d
^½B
^e
T ½B
^e
 þ fN
^e
ghN
^e
i
 
fD
^e
gJvdXer ð65Þ
F
^e
ext
 
¼
Z
Xer
De½N
^e
T JvdXer ð66Þ
where Jv ¼ det½Je ¼ detð@~n=@~xÞ is the volume Jacobian of the trans-
formation between the reference and the real elements and Js (see
Eq. (63)) its surface counterpart. Note that the consistent mass
matrices given by Eqs. (61) and (64) can be helpfully replaced by
their associated lumped matrices noted [MeL] and ½M
^
eL.
Using the standard assembly operation over the total number of
the elements Nte, formally noted here by the operator ANtee¼1, the
assembled weak forms of the ﬁeld equations (Eq. (55)) can be
approximated from the elementary functionals (Eq. (60)), by:
Ju ¼ ANtee¼1JeMec ¼ hd _Uið½MLf€Ug þ fF intg  fFextgÞ ¼ f0g 8d _U K:A:
J
D
^ ¼ ANtee¼1JeD^ ¼ hd
_
D
^
ið½M
^
Lf€D
^
g þ fF
^
intg  fF
^
extgÞ ¼ f0g 8dD
^
K:A:
8<
:
ð67Þ
where the assembly operators are deﬁned by: hd _Ui ¼ ANtee¼1hd _uei,
f€Ug ¼ ANtee¼1f€ueg, fFintg ¼ ANtee¼1 Feint
 
, fFextg ¼ ANtee¼1 Feext
 
, ½ML ¼ ANtee¼1
½MeL for the local terms and hdD
^
i ¼ ANtee¼1hdD
^
ei, f€D
^
g ¼ ANtee¼1f
€
D
^
eg,
fF
^
intg ¼ ANtee¼1 F
^
e
int
n o
, fF
^
extg ¼ ANtee¼1 F
^
e
ext
n o
, ½M
^
L ¼ ANtee¼1½M
^
eL for the
micromorphic terms.
Since in the weak forms (Eq. (55)) the highest spatial derivatives
of the real and virtual variables are of order one (i.e., ﬁrst gradi-
ents) we will, in this study, limit ourselves to the development of
two 2D plane strain isoparametric elements: a linear triangular
element and the bi-linear quadrilateral element. Each node of
these isoparametric elements has three d.o.f: the two displacement
components (u,v) and the micromorphic damage ðD
^
Þ. Since the dis-
placement vector and the micromorphic damage are independent
variables and assuming the isoparametric formulation, the spatial
shape function and the two physical interpolation functions are ta-
ken the same: Ne ¼ Ne ¼ N
^
e and formally noted Ne in all the
following.
Let us recall that the nodes’ coordinates as well as the form of
the shape functions are classically deﬁned in the reference frame
using the natural coordinates (n,g). On the other hand, the numer-
ical integration inside the triangular element uses a single Gauss
point with the natural coordinates (n = g = 1/3) with a weight of
0.5. However, four Gauss integration points with the natural coor-
dinates (ni = ±1/3, gi = ±1/3) having the same weight of 1 are usedfor the quadrilateral element with full integration. These elements
have been implemented into ABAQUS/Explicit thanks to the user-
deﬁned subroutine VUEL.5.3. Global resolution scheme
The solution of the IBVP using the two elements presented
above is performed using the dynamic explicit resolution scheme
available in a standard way in ABAQUS/Explicit. The sequential ap-
proach is followed by solving, for each time increment [tn, tn+1], ﬁrst
Eq. (67a) to have the stress and state variables at tn+1 keeping con-
stant the values of the micromorphic damage at the time tn, follows
the resolution of Eq. (67b) in order to compute the micromorphic
damage variable at tn+1. Note that the stability of the dynamic ex-
plicit solution is governed by the following stability condition (see
ABAQUS/Explicit users’ manual):Dt 6 2
wmax
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ 12Þ
q
 1
 
ð68Þ
in which wmax is the highest eigenvalue of the algebraic system Eq.
(67a) which can be approximated by wmax ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðkþ 2lÞ=qp and 1 6 1
is a damping parameter. In fact, by tacking different values of the
micromorphic density associated with the micromorphic damage
(i.e., f
d
^ in Eq. (64)) we veriﬁed that the stability of the numerical
solution is controlled by Eq. (68), is reached with a reasonable
CPU time for f
d
^ ¼ 1 mm2. On the other hand, the best value of time
step, giving a stable solution (i.e., without any signiﬁcant jump), is
determined by selecting the convenient value of the damping
parameter 1 giving a stable solution identical to the solution given
by the implicit resolution scheme (i.e., unconditionally stable)
delivered by ABAQUS/implicit.
The main steps of the sequential dynamic explicit resolution
scheme over a typical load increment [tn,tn+1] are summarized as
following:
1. Resolution of Eq. (67a)
a. Compute the lumped mass matrix at tn: ½MLn
b. Estimate the new time step value Dtn+1 using Eq. (68)
c. Update the displacement vector fung ¼ fun1gþ Dtnf _ugn1=2
d. Compute the stress tensor and the overall state variables by
numerical integration
e. Compute {Fint} using Eq. (62) and {Fext} using Eq. (63) at tn
f. Compute the acceleration vector at tn: f€ung ¼ MLn
h i1
ffFextg  fFintggn
g. Compute the velocity vector at tn+1/2 by:
f _ugnþ1=2 ¼ f _ugn1=2 þ ðDtnþDtnþ1Þ2 f€ugn
2. Resolution of Eq. (67b)
a. Compute the lumped mass matrix at tn: M
^
L
n
h i
b. Update the micromorphic damage fD
^
gn ¼ fD
^
gn1þ
Dtnf
_
D
^
gn1=2
c. Compute fF
^
intg using Eq. (65) and fF
^
extg using Eq. (67) at tn
d. Compute the acceleration of the micromorphic damage at
tn: f
€
D
^
ng ¼ M
^
L
n
h i1
ffF
^
extg  fF
^
intggn
e. Compute the micromorphic damage rate
_
D
^
nþ1=2 ¼
_
D
^
n1=2þ
ðDtnþDtnþ1Þ
2
€
D
^
n
3. Go to the next time step.
It is worth noting that if the micromorphic inertia is neglected
the second problem Eq. (67b) becomes a linear one solved using
a direct method similar to linear elasticity problems.
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To solve the algebraic system given by Eq. (67), the computation
of the internal and external forces needs the evaluation of the local
stress tensor (see Eq. (62)) and the local damage (see Eq. (66)) at
each integration point of each element. This passes through per-
forming the local integration of the fully coupled constitutive
equations deﬁned by Eqs. (20)–(36). This will be performed using
the well known return-mapping algorithm based on the elastic
prediction and plastic correction method for general non-associa-
tive elastoplasticity models (see for example Simo and Hughes,
1997; Belytschko et al., 2000). In presence of the nonlinear isotro-
pic and kinematic hardenings, it has been shown in Nesnas and
Saanouni (2002), Saanouni and Chaboche (2003), Badreddine
et al. (2010), Saanouni (2012b) that combining the asymptotic
scheme (Walker and Freed, 1991) with the return-mapping algo-
rithm, leads to an efﬁcient and robust unconditionally stable inte-
gration scheme in presence of the ductile damage. This method is
followed here to integrate the above fully coupled constitutive
equations with micromorphic damage. First of all, let us mention
that the ﬁrst order ordinary differential Eqs. (33)–(36) can be clas-
siﬁed into two classes: Eqs. (33) and (36) have the form:8t 2 ½tn; tnþ1
_y ¼ uðy; tÞ
yðtÞ ¼ yn for t ¼ tn

ð69Þ
while Eqs. (34) and (35) have the form:
8t 2 ½tn; tnþ1
_y ¼ uðy; tÞ½/ðy; tÞ  y
yðtÞ ¼ yn for t ¼ tn

ð70Þ
The solution of Eq. (69) obtained by the classical h-method is:
ynþh ¼ yn þ Dtðh _ynþ1 þ ð1 hÞ _ynÞ for 0 6 h 6 1 ð71Þ
while the solution of Eq. (70) has the following form:ynþh ¼ yn expðhuðynþhÞDtÞ þ ½1 expðhuðynþhÞDtÞ/ðynþhÞ
for 0 6 h 6 1 ð72Þ
Applying the solutions (71) and (72) under the fully implicit
assumption (h = 1), allows rewriting the main micromorphic fully
coupled constitutive equations, at the end of the time step (tn+1 =
tn + Dt), under the following discretized form:rnþ1 ¼ ð1 Dnþ1ÞK : eenþ1 ¼ ð1 Dnþ1ÞK : een þ Dee
 
¼ ð1 Dnþ1ÞK : een þ De Dep
  ¼ ð1 Dnþ1ÞK : etrialnþ1  Dep 
ð73Þ
epnþ1 ¼ epn þ Dkp
~nnþ1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 Dnþ1
p with ~nnþ1 ¼ 32 r
dev
nþ1  Xnþ1
 
krnþ1  Xnþ1k ð74Þ
anþ1 ¼ an expðaDkpÞ þ ð1 expðaDkpÞÞ n
^
nþ1
a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p
Xnþ1 ¼ 23 ð1 Dnþ1ÞCanþ1
8<
: ð75Þ
rnþ1 ¼ rn expðbDkpÞ þ ð1 expðbDkpÞÞ 1
b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p
Rnþ1 ¼ ð1 Dnþ1ÞQrnþ1
(
ð76Þ
Dnþ1 ¼Dnþ Dkpð1Dnþ1Þb
hYnþ1Y0i
S
 s
Ynþ1 ¼ 12 etrialnþ1epnþ1
 
:K : etrialnþ1epnþ1
 þ 12Qr2nþ1þ 13Canþ1 :anþ1H^ðDnþ1D^nÞ
8><
>:
ð77Þ
fnþ1ðrnþ1;Xnþ1;Rnþ1;Dnþ1Þ¼ krnþ1Xnþ1kRnþ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p
ry ¼0 ð78ÞNote that Eq. (78) ensures the plastic admissibility of the load-
ing process and the micromorphic damage variable at tn: D
^
n in Eq.
(77b) is the solution of the IBVP (Eq. (53)) during the last time step.
For each time increment the total strain increment D e, com-
puted from the deformation gradient increment, is known and
the quantity etrialnþ1 ¼ een þ De in Eq. (73) is also fully known since een
and epn are both known from the previous time step and called here
‘trial elastic strain’. According to the requested integration scheme,
the trial strain is supposed fully elastic allowing the determination
of the corresponding trial stress tensor. This trial stress state is
used in the yield function without any dissipative phenomena in
order to check the yield condition as discussed here after.
Elastic prediction stage: Assume that all the local d.o.f. ð~un;D
^
nÞ
and all the state variables rn, Xn, epn, Rn, Dn are known at the begin-
ning of the time step tn from the computation of the previous time
increment. The main problem is to ﬁnd their values at the end of
the current time increment tn+1: rnþ1;Xnþ1; epnþ1;Rnþ1;Dnþ1 so that
fn+1 = 0 according to Eq. (78). If the known etrialnþ1 is assumed fully
elastic over the load increment under concern, then no dissipative
phenomena are active and Dkp = 0 leading to Dep = D a = 0,
DD = Dr = 0 and consequently epnþ1 ¼ epn;anþ1 ¼ an; rnþ1 ¼ rn and
Dn+1 = Dn. Under those conditions, the trial stress tensor rtrialnþ1 is di-
rectly deduced from Eq. (74):
rtrialnþ1 ¼ ð1 DnÞK : etrialnþ1
¼ ð1 DnÞ ketrace etrialnþ1
 
1þ 2leetrialnþ1
  ð79Þ
Using Eq. (79) into Eq. (31) leads to the corresponding yield
criterion:
f trialnþ1 r
trial
nþ1;Xn;Rn;Dn
  ¼ rtrialnþ1  Xn
  Rnﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 DnÞp  ry ð80Þ
If f trialnþ1 rtrialnþ1;Xn;Rn;Dn
 
< 0 then the elastic train assumption is
true and the solution at the end of this step is: rnþ1 ¼ rtrialnþ1,
Xnþ1 ¼ Xn, epnþ1 ¼ epn, Rnþ1 ¼ Rn, Ynþ1 ¼ Yn and Dn+1 = Dn (this hap-
pens mainly under elastic unloading) and we go to the next loading
step.
If f trialnþ1 rtrialnþ1;Xn;Rn;Dn
 
> 0 then the solution over this load step
is elastoplastic and the variables rtrialnþ1;Xn; e
p
n;Rn;Dn
 
should be cor-
rected in order to calculate their values at tn+1: rnþ1, Xnþ1, epnþ1, Rnþ1,
Dnþ1 so that the plastic admissibility condition (Eq. (78)) is fulﬁlled
at tn+1 to have fn+1(rn+1,Xn+1,Rn+1;Dn+1) = 0. This is what is called the
plastic correction step.
Plastic correction: Since the algebraic equation fn+1 (rn+1,Xn+1,
Rn+1;Dn+1) = 0 is highly nonlinear, an iterative procedure is used
to perform the plastic correction step thanks to the well known re-
turn mapping scheme (Ortiz and Simo, 1986; Simo and Hughes,
1997). However, the solution of Eq. (78) requires the computation
of the overall state variables using Eqs. (73)–(77). In 3D this gives
an algebraic system of 20 scalar unknowns. Accordingly, to in-
crease the efﬁciency of the numerical integration scheme, it is very
helpful to reduce the number of these equations to be solved to
only two equations with two main unknowns (Dkp,Dn+1) as found
in Saanouni and Chaboche (2003) or Saanouni (2012b)); and even
to only one equation with a single unknown Dkp (Lestriez et al.,
2004) as discussed hereafter.
Note that from Eqs. (75) and (76), the internal stresses can be
easily expressed under the following form:
Xnþ1 ¼ 23 ð1 Dnþ1ÞC ane
aDkp þ ð1 e
aDkp Þ
a
~nnþ1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 Dnþ1Þp
" #
¼ ð1 Dnþ1Þ Xnð1 DnÞ e
aDkp þ 2
3
Cð1 eaDkp Þ
a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 Dnþ1Þp ~nnþ1
" #
ð81Þ
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bDkp Þ
b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 Dnþ1Þp
" #
¼ ð1 Dnþ1Þ Rnð1 DnÞ e
bDkp þ Qð1 e
bDkp Þ
b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 Dnþ1Þp
" #
ð82Þ
where use has been made of the following notations: Xn = (2/
3)(1  Dn+1)Can and Rn = (1  Dn)Qrn. On the other hand, it is conve-
nient to express the stress tensor (Eq. (73)) and its deviatoric part,
function of the trial stress tensor rtrialnþ1 deﬁned by Eq. (79), leading
to:rnþ1 ¼ ð1 Dnþ1Þ r
trial
nþ1
1Dn 
2leDkpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p ~nnþ1
 
ðaÞ
and
rdevnþ1 ¼ ð1 Dnþ1Þ
rdev;trial
nþ1
1Dn 
2leDkpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p ~nnþ1
 
ðbÞ
8>>><
>>>:
ð83Þ
Now, deﬁning the deviatoric second rank tensor
Znþ1 ¼ rdevnþ1  Xnþ1, and using Eqs. (81) and (83b), we get:
Znþ1 ¼ ð1 Dnþ1Þð1 DnÞ r
dev;trial
nþ1  XneaDk
p
 
 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 Dnþ1Þ
p
leDkp þ C
3a
ð1 eaDkp Þ
 
~nnþ1 ð84Þ
On the other hand, the normal to the yield surface in the effec-
tive stress-space (Eq. (74b)) writes:
~nnþ1 ¼ 32
Znþ1
kZnþ1k giving Znþ1 ¼
2
3
kZnþ1k~nnþ1 ð85Þ
If kZn+1k is extracted from Eq. (78) and with the help of Eq. (82)
we have:
kZnþ1k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 Dnþ1Þ
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 Dnþ1Þp
ð1 DnÞ Rne
bDkp þ Qð1 e
bDkp Þ
b
þ ry
" #
ð86Þ
Replacing Eq. (86) into Eq. (85b) and equating with Eq. (84)
after using the notation Ztrialnþ1 ¼ rdev;trialnþ1  XneaDk
p
, leads to:Fig. 1. Different meshes and the boundary conditionZtrialnþ1 ¼
2ð1 DnÞ
3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 Dnþ1Þp
3leDkp þ Ca ð1 eaDk
p Þ þ ryþﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p
ð1DnÞ Rne
bDkp þ Qð1ebDk
p Þ
b
0
@
1
A~nnþ1 ð87Þ
When compared with Ztrialnþ1 ¼ ð2=3Þ Ztrialnþ1
 ~ntrialnþ1, taken from the
deﬁnition of the normal to the trial yield surface (see Eq. (85)), it
leads to a scalar equation combined with the damage evolution
equation (Eq. (77a)) to form the following algebraic system of
two equations with two unknowns (Dkp,Dn+1):f^ nþ1ðDkp;Dnþ1Þ¼ Ztrialnþ1
  2ð1DnÞ
3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p
3leDkpþ Ca ð1eaDk
p Þþryþﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1Dnþ1Þ
p
ð1DnÞ Rne
bDkp þ Qð1ebDk
p Þ
b
0
@
1
A¼0
gnþ1ðDkp;Dnþ1Þ ¼Dnþ1Dn Dk
p
ð1Dnþ1Þb
hYnþ1ðDkp ;Dnþ1ÞY0i
S
 s
¼0
8>><
>>:
ð88Þ
where Yn+1(Dkp,Dn+1) is deﬁned by Eq. (77b) in which epnþ1, anþ1, rnþ1,
Dnþ1 are respectively given by Eqs. (74), (75a), (76a) and (77a) and
D
^
n is given by the resolution of Eq. (67b) during the previous time
step.
Classical fully implicit iterative Newton–Raphson method can
be applied to solve the system given by Eq. (88) thanks to its line-
arization according to:
f^
g
( )s
nþ1
þ
@ f^
@Dkp
@ f^
@D
@g
@Dkp
@g
@D
" #s
nþ1
dDkp
dD
 
nþ1
þ 0 ð  Þ ¼ 0
0
 
ð89Þ
where dDkp = (Dkp)s+1  (D kp)s and dD ¼ Dsþ1nþ1  Dsnþ1 are the varia-
tions (or corrections) of Dkp and Dn+1 during any two successive
iterations (s + 1) and (s). At convergence the ﬁnal values of Dkp
and Dn+1 are obtained allowing the determination of the overall
remaining state variables thanks to Eqs. (73)–(77).
As shown in Lestriez et al. (2004) or Saanouni (2012b), when
the damage evolution is highly nonlinear (i.e., for high values of
the parameter b in Eq. (88b)), the convergence rate of the system
(Eq. (89)) is very low leading to a large CPU time. To avoid this
drawback it is possible to cancel the Eq. (88b) from the system
by assuming the following approximation from Eq. (88b) which
consists to replace Dn+1 by its value from the previous time step
Dn according to:s (speciﬁed in (a)) of the plane strain specimen.
Table 1
Different values of the micromorphic damage modulii giving a characteristic length
varying between 0:10 6 l
D
^ 6 10:00.
H
^
H
^
g
10.00 100.00 1000.00
l
D
^ l
D
^ l
D
^
10.00 1.00 3.16 10
100.00 0.32 1.00 3.16
1000.00 0.10 0.32 1.00
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p
ð1 DnÞb
hYnþ1ðDkp;DnÞ  Y0i
S
 s
ð90Þ
This simple and sound approximation allows applying the iter-
ative Newton–Raphson procedure to solve only the equation (Eq.
(88a)) whith a quadratic rate of convergence, in which Dn+1 is
explicitly calculated from Eq. (90) at each iteration.
Finally let us mention that the computation of the rotation ten-
sor at the end of each time increment Qn+1 required to rotate the
overall tensorial variables, is performed via the integration of Eq.
(18) using a fully implicit forward Euler scheme (Hughes and Win-
get, 1980) together with the assumption of constant velocity gradi-
ent over the time increment (linear kinematics), in order to ensure
the incremental objectivity when the corotational frame is used
(see Badreddine et al., 2010 for the Green–Naghdi total and plastic
frames). For this corotational frame one can easily obtain:
Qnþ1 ¼ 1 Dt2 Xnþ1=2
 1
 1þ Dt
2
Xnþ1=2
 
 Qn ð91Þ
where Xn+1/2 is the material rotation rate at the middle of the time
increment.
This efﬁcient and robust integration scheme has been imple-
mented into ABAQUS/Explicit thanks to the user-deﬁned subrou-
tine VUMAT with the possibility given to the user to choose
between the two methods.
6. Application
To illustrate the efﬁciency of the proposed micromorphic dam-
age modelling and the associated numerical approach, some 2D
examples are worked out. First a parametric study is conducted
on the simple case of the uniaxial tension test under 2D plane0
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Fig. 2. Force–displacement curves for differentstrain condition with the aim to analyse the role of each micromor-
phic material parameter in giving, at convergence, a mesh indepen-
dent solution in terms of the force–displacement response. Then,
using typical values of the micromorphic parameters, the simple
example of double notched specimen as well as the example of
sidepressing an inﬁnitely long circular cylinder compressed side-
ways between two ﬂat and rigid dies, both under the 2D plane
strain assumption, are discussed.
In all these examples the structures are assumed to be made on
fully isotropic metallic material with mixed hardening and ductile
damage deﬁned, under the isothermal conditions (room tempera-
ture) by E = 210 GPa, m = 0.29,ry = 400 MPa, Q = 1000 MPa, b = 50,
C = 10000 MPa, a = 100, b = 1, S = 1.2, s = 1, Y0 = 0. In this paper
where we have limited ourselves to the single micromorphic dam-
age effect, the role of the damage micromorphic parameters H
^
g and
H
^
is studied by taking various values of these two micromorphic
parameters according to the objective of the parametric study. Fi-
nally, in the absence of any experimental information, the micro-
morphic damage density was taken equal to the material density
leading to f
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm2.
Since the numerical results obtained with both the T3 element
and the Q4 element are similar, only the results obtained with the
element T3 are presented here and discussed.
6.1. Parametric study
Let us consider a metallic specimen with 50 mm large and
150 mm length, ﬁxed at the bottom side and a displacement with
constant velocity is imposed on the opposite (top) side. The
specimen is meshed using the triangular linear element (T3) using
three different mesh sizes: h = 5 mm for mesh M1, h = 2.5 mm for
mesh M2 and h = 1.5 mm for mesh M3 (Fig. 1). Except for the
coarse mesh M1 which is quasi-homogeneous throughout the
specimen, the other two meshes (M2 and M3) are reﬁned only in-
side the central area (gage length) of the specimen in order to save
the CPU time.
6.1.1. Effect of the micromorphic moduli with a constant mesh
Let us consider the specimen with the mesh M1 and let’s exam-
ine the effect of the micromorphic parameters H
^
g and H
^
on the ob-
tained solution. Nine different computations have been performed
using three different values of the micromorphic moduli H
^
g and H
^
of 101, 102 and 103 giving a damage characteristic length varying8 10 12 14 16
ment (mm)
, Hg=100, ld=0,32 H=1000, Hg=10, ld=0,1
 Hg=100, ld=1 H=100, Hg=10, ld=0,32
g=100, ld=3,16 H=10, Hg=10, ld=1
values of H
^
and H
^g
with 0:0 6 ‘
d
^ 6 10:0.
Fig. 3. Distribution of local damage variable (D) for different values of H
^
and H
^g
lying from 10 to 104 giving 0:0 6 ‘
d
^ 6 10:0.
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D
^ 6 10:00 as summarized in Table 1. Fig. 2 sum-
marizes the global answers of the micromorphic damage model,
in terms of force–displacement curves, for the nine different cases
together with the fully local case deﬁned with H
^
¼ H
^
g ¼ 0:0. From
this ﬁgure the role of the micromorphic parameters is clear: when
H
^
approaches zero the micromorphic (or nonlocal) answer ap-
proaches the local one as expected from the damage force deﬁned
by Eq. (77b). For a ﬁxed value of H
^
, the displacement at the ﬁnal
fracture ufr increases when H
^
g increases, i.e., when the characteris-
tic length related to the micromorphic damage ‘
d
^ increases (see Eq.
(54c)). However, for a constant value of H
^
g greater is the value of H
^
(i.e., lower is the characteristic length ‘
d
^), higher is the value of ufr.In fact, the highest value of ufr is obtained with H
^
¼ H
^
g ¼ 103 while
the nearest one to the ufr for the local model is obtained for
H
^
¼ H
^
g ¼ 10, both having the same internal length ‘
d
^ ¼ 1.
These conclusions are conﬁrmed by the distribution of the local
damage variable D inside the specimen (Fig. 3) for different combi-
nation of the micromorphic moduli values taken from 0, 10,
102,103 and 104 giving a characteristic length scale 0:0 6
‘
d
^ 6 10:0. Clearly, for H
^
6 10:0 and H
^
g 6 102 the fully damaged
zone localizes inside one row of elements (Fig. 3b to g) as in the lo-
cal model (Fig. 3a). However, the displacement at the ﬁnal fracture
is ufr = 7.5 mm for both cases with H
^
¼ 10:0 and H
^
g 6 102 (Fig. 3a
and b) close to the fully local case with ufr = 7.25 mm. Note that
Fig. 4. Distribution of accumulated plastic strain (p) for some values of H
^
and H
^g
comparison with the fully local model.
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and comparison with the fully local model as well as the uncoupled model.
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elements surrounding the macroscopic crack. However, for the
case with H
^
¼ 10:0 and H
^
g ¼ 103, the displacement at fracture in-
creases to reach ufr = 8.6 mm and the damage in the neighbouring
elements increases to 0.68 (Fig. 3d). For the three cases with
H
^
¼ 10:0 and H
^
g 6 103, the displacement at fracture increases
signiﬁcantly and varies between 9.84 6 ufr 6 11.71 mm; the dam-
age spreads around the macroscopic crack with a relatively high
values 0.68 6 D 6 0.71 mm and the necking of the central are of
specimen becomes clear as seen in Fig. 3e, f and g. Finally, for
the four cases with H
^
¼ 103 and H
^
g 6 104 the elongation at fractureincreases with, increasing the accumulated plastic strain which in
turn accentuates the necking of the central area and the critical
damage exceeds the ﬁrst raw of elements increasing the macro-
scopic crack width (Fig. 3h, i, j and h). Note that the distribution
of the accumulated plastic strain p deﬁned by Eq. (43) is similar
to the local damage distribution with the maximum value varying
as 19% 6 pmax 6 66%for the ten cases of micromorphic damage
model versus pmax = 17.71% for the fully local model. This is shown
in Fig. 4 where the distribution of the accumulated plastic strain p
at the ﬁnal fracture, for only three cases of micromorphic model
(for the sake of shortness), are compared to the fully local model.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the local damage versus the accumulated plastic strain for some values of H
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and H
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and comparison with the fully local model.
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Fig. 7. Force–displacement curves for the three mesh sizes for H
^
¼ H
^g
¼ 102 with ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm.
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Fig. 10. Distribution of the local damage for the three mesh sizes for H
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¼ 103,
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¼ 103 with ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm.
2304 K. Saanouni, M. Hamed / International Journal of Solids and Structures 50 (2013) 2289–2309Note that for the fully local model (Fig. 4a) the gradient of p seems
smaller than the one for the three cases of the micromorphic model
(Fig. 4b, c and d).
Consequently, the most important parameter which inﬂuences
the material ductility is the micromorphic modulus H
^
which di-
rectly governs the damage energy release rate Y (Eq. (77)); while
the value of the modulus H
^
gaffects the material ductility with a
small amount. The clearest situation seems to be the case where
H
^
¼ H
^
g leading automatically to ‘
d
^ ¼ 1. In absence of any experi-
mental indication the case with ‘
d
^ ¼ 1 obtained with equal values
of the micromorphic moduli H
^
and H
^
g will be considered in the
next sections.
Let us now examine the local response of one Gauss point from
the ﬁnite element located in the centre of the specimen in terms of
equivalent von Mises stress versus the accumulated plastic strain.
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the comparison between the stress–strain
curves (Fig. 5) and the local damage versus strain curves (Fig. 6)
for some values of the micromorphic moduli compared to the fully
local model as well the uncoupled model. Clearly the materialductility (value of the accumulated plastic strain at fracture) in-
creases with increasing both H
^
and H
^
g according to the previous
discussion.
6.1.2. Effect of the mesh size with a constant micromorphic moduli
Now the effect of the mesh size is investigated for three differ-
ent values of the micromorphic moduli higher than 10.0 giving rise
to two values of the characteristic length and deﬁned by:
H
^
¼ H
^
g ¼ 102 with ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm; H
^
¼ 102, H
^
g ¼ 103 with ‘
d
^ ¼
3:16 mm; and ﬁnally H
^
¼ H
^
g ¼ 103 with ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm. The plane
strain tensile specimen is meshed using the three mesh sizes de-
ﬁned in Fig. 1.
Figs. 7–10 show the force–displacement curves for the four
cases where one can notice that a clear tendency to the mesh inde-
pendence is observed as the values of the moduli H
^
and H
^
g in-
crease. In fact, the force–displacement curves converge perfectly
to the same curve for the meshes M2 and M3 whith the size lower
than hmin ¼ 2:5 mm when H
^
¼ H
^
g ¼ 103 (‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm) are used
(Fig. 9). For this case the distribution of the local damage inside
the specimen is shown in Fig. 10 for the three mesh sizes
where the crack width is clearly larger than one raw of elements
and the crack orientation is the same for the ﬁnest mesh sizes.
The distribution of the damage along the specimen central axis
is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for the three mesh sizes using the local
and nonlocal micromorphic models. The macroscopic crack width
is deﬁned here as the area where the damage has reached its crit-
ical value D = 1 (fully damaged points). From Fig. 11, as expected
one can clearly notice that, for the local damage model, the damage
localizes close to one row of elements giving a macroscopic crack
thickness directly correlated to the mesh size. Also, the damaged
zone width seems independent from the mesh size only for
0.35 6 D 6 0.55 while its highly mesh-dependent for D < 0.35 and
0.55 < D 6 1. However, for the nonlocal micromorphic damage
model shown in Fig. 12, the crack width is clearly not correlated
to the mesh size and the damaged zone is clearly mesh size inde-
pendent for 0.65 < D 6 1. This gives a crack width of 12 mm, larger
then one row of elements and approximately independent from
the mesh size. The careful examination of these curves obtained
with nonlocal model shows that the fully damaged zone (macro-
scopic crack) width predicted by the smallest mesh size
(hmin = 1.5 mm) is slightly larger than for the two other mesh sizes
(i.e., hmin = 5.0 and hmin = 2.5 mm). This can be explained by the
fact that for this mesh, the macroscopic crack initiates in the cen-
tral part parallel to the specimen axis over certain crack length
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Fig. 11. Damage distribution along the specimen axis for three mesh sizes using predicted by the fully local model.
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Fig. 10a. Finally, let us note that the spurious shape of the macro-
scopic crack shown in Fig. 10 is due to the post-treatment in order
to mask the fully damaged elements using the software GID. This
aspect can be enhanced if the adaptive mesh procedure is used
by really deleting in situ the fully damaged elements during the
analysis as done in Borouchaki et al. (2005) or Labergère et al.
(2011) among others.
To conclude this parametric study the comparison between the
local damage and the micromorphic damage along the specimen
axis is plotted, for three values of the imposed displacement, in
Fig. 13 for the mesh M1 and using H
^
¼ 103, H
^
g ¼ 103 with
‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm. Clearly the micromorphic damage is equal or lower
than the local damage ðD
^
6 DÞ. At the beginning of the damage
ﬂow we have D ¼ D
^
, but as the damage increases inside the local-
ization zone the local damage increases more rapidly than themicromorphic damage. Accordingly the difference between D and
D
^
increases inside the damaged zone and at the ﬁnal fracture
D = Dcr = 1.0 while D
^
¼ 0:83. Note that the fracture criterion uses
the local damage D instead of the micromorphic damage D
^
which
never reaches the critical value of the damage at fracture, i.e.,
D
^
< 1:0.
6.2. Application to the compression of a cylindrical part
Using the same material parameters deﬁned above together
with the best micromorphic moduli deﬁned by H
^
¼ H
^
g ¼ 103 with
‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm, the example of sidepressing of cylindrical part is per-
formed. This process, widely used as a simple example of bulk me-
tal forming, is schematized in Fig. 14 where an inﬁnitely long
cylinder with 25.0 mm of radius is compressed sideways between
two ﬂat and rigid dies. The lower die is ﬁxed while the upper die is
moving down with a constant velocity of 25.0 mm/s.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between the distribution of the local damage and the micromorphic damage along the specimen axis for three mesh sizes predicted by the nonlocal
micromorphic model (H
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Fig. 14. Schematized modelling of the sidepressing process of an inﬁnitely long
circular cylinder (mesh: 2796 elements T3, 16128 nodes, hmin ¼ 0:5 mm).
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dicted by the micromorphic damage model with H
^
¼ 103,
H
^
g ¼ 103 and ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm is shown in Fig. 15. The forging force in-
creases and reaches Fmax = 17.63kN at the die displacement
u = 12.75 mm, then decreases rapidly due to the damage induced
softening which in turn generates the initiation and the fast
growth of a macroscopic crack leading to the ﬁnal fracture of the
cylinder at ufr = 15.75 mm. This scenario is summarized in Fig. 16
where the local damage and the accumulated plastic strain distri-
butions are given for three values of the moving die displacement.
At u = 7.60 mm both the plastic ﬂow and the ductile damage
localize inside the well known crossed shear bands. The maximum
value of the accumulated plastic strain is around pmax = 40% lo-
cated at the intersection of the two shear bands while it is around
18% 6 pmax 6 27% inside the four branches of the shears bands
with some heterogeneous distribution (Fig. 16b). Concerning the
local ductile damage distribution (Fig. 16a) this latter is more
homogeneous inside the two shear bands with the maximum of
Dmax = 0.16 at the bands intersection as expected and a clear gradi-
ent decreasing the damage to reach around D 
 0.05 at the external
boundaries of the two shear bands.10 12 14 16 18
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ocal micromorphic model (H
^
¼ 103, H
^g
¼ 103 with ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm).
Fig. 16. Distribution of the local damage and the accumulated plastic strain inside the cylinder at three different values of the moving die displacement predicted by the
nonlocal micromorphic model (H
^
¼ 103, H
^g
¼ 103 with ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm).
Fig. 17. Distribution of the local damage plotted on the initial undeformed conﬁguration predicted by the nonlocal micromorphic model (H
^
¼ 103, H
^g
¼ 103 with
‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm).
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ﬂow and ductile damage while the second band seems deactivate
(Fig. 16c and d). The plastic strain at the centre of the active band
reaches pmax = 87% (Fig. 16d) while two cracks are observed insidethe active shear band: the ﬁrst is located at the centre of the cylin-
der and the second initiates at near the lower corner of the ﬂat-
tened cylinder and propagated towards the ﬁrst crack (Fig. 16c).
AT this time pmax = 87% is still located at the centre of the active
2308 K. Saanouni, M. Hamed / International Journal of Solids and Structures 50 (2013) 2289–2309shear band while the damage inside the not fully damaged ele-
ments of the active shear band is around D = 0.8.
At the ﬁnal fracture u = 15.75 mm one can clearly observe a
macroscopic crack along the whole active shear band (Fig. 15e
and f). The macroscopic crack formed at u = 14.0 mm and
u = 15.75 mm, are more clearly shown on the initial undeformed
conﬁguration plotted in Fig. 17.
To ﬁnish let us mention that in the present micromorphic dam-
age modeling the local damage reaches its critical value (Dcr = 1.0)
which deﬁnes the macroscopic crack and high values of micromor-
phic damage ðD
^
> 0:8Þ are reached inside the elements located at
the localization zones and surrounding the macroscopic cracks.
This is quite different from other results available in the literature
(see for example Cesar de Sa et al., 2006) where the nonlocal dam-
age do not exceeds 0.5 inside the damaged zones when the non-
local formulation is used.7. Conclusions
In this paper, a quite general micromorphic nonlocal model
accounting for mixed nonlinear kinematic and isotropic hardening
fully and strongly coupled with ductile damage has been formu-
lated in detail. When three phenomena namely: the isotropic hard-
ening, the kinematic hardening and the isotropic ductile damage
are supposed to carry the micromorphic effects, the generalized
micromorphic balance leads to three additional dynamic micro-
morphic ‘‘equilibrium’’ equations. These have been shown as
straightforward generalization of nonlocal Helmholtz equation
widely used in the literature without any reference to the micro-
morphic framework. The application of the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes for the micromorphic continua leads to the
extension of the classical local and fully coupled constitutive equa-
tions to the nonlocal framework. It has been shown that, except the
Cauchy stress tensor which is still fully local, all the other state
variables can be written under the additive form of local and non-
local contributions.
Numerical aspects related to the model, limited to only micro-
morphic damage for the sake of shortness, have been worked out
including the variational forms and their discretization by the ﬁ-
nite element method using elements with one additional degree
of freedom: the micromorphic damage. Also, the sequential global
dynamic explicit resolution scheme has been brieﬂy presented to-
gether with local integration scheme in order to compute the local
variables. An efﬁcient and robust implicit local integration scheme
is used in order to compute the value of the local and micromor-
phic state variables at each integration point of each element.
A relatively complete parametric study has been conducted in
order to examine the role of each micromorphic material parame-
ters in the regularization of the solution of the IBVP. It has been
shown that the best regularization is obtained for H
^
P 103 MPa,
and H
^
g P 103MPa mm2. In the absence of experimental informa-
tion allowing the measurement of the micromorphic moduli in or-
der to determine the characteristic length ‘
d
^, we recommend the
use of H
^
¼ H
^
g giving ‘
d
^ ¼ 1:0 mm. Application to the simple 2D
plane strain tension specimen indicates clearly that the nonlocal
micromorphic damage model predicts solutions independent from
the mesh size for the high values of the damage (0.65 < D 6 1) giv-
ing rise to a macroscopic crack covering many rows of elements.
Further investigations are now under progress in order to apply
this micromorphic fully coupled model to various sheet and bulk
metal forming processes, including damage occurrence. The effect
of the micromorphic inertia has to be carefully investigated. The
numerical implementation of the micromorphic isotropic and
kinematic hardenings is under progress and their effects on the
quality of the localized solutions will be carefully examined. Alsoextension to the fully anisotropic case as well as to the coupled
thermomechanical problems including the notion of the hyper-
temperature is also planed to be investigated soon.
Finally appropriate experimental procedure is under investiga-
tion to measure the thickness of the shear bands in tensile tension
in order to help in determining the characteristic length and by this
way to determine the micromorphic moduli associated to each
micromorphic phenomenon.
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